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Absinthe Films Sports & Outdoors
Art/Music/Surf/Skate/Snow — the five pillars of the 
foundation that is boardsport culture.

4071

Action Movies – Rakuten TV Movies Movies to keep you on the edge of your seat. 4550

Baywatch Entertainment
Baywatch remastered and 24/7, starring David Hasselhoff 
and Pamela Anderson. A team of Los Angeles lifeguards 
save lives, deal with personal dramas and fight crime.

4004

Beano TV Kids & Family
Welcome to Beano TV! Your home of ruffling feathers and 
wacky antics from all of your favourite Beano stars plus 
much more.

4309

Bjg Tjme Movies
Bjgtjme, your source for Free Movies. We offer a great 
collection of movie genres like Action, Comedy, Drama, and 
many more.

4504

Bloomberg TV+ News

Bloomberg TV+ UHD delivers Live 24x7 global business and 
markets news, data, analysis, and stories from Bloomberg 
News and Businessweek – available in a 4K ultra high 
definition (UHD) viewing experience.

4007

ChopperTown Sports & Outdoors The channel for Petrol Heads and car enthusiasts. 4062

Clubbing TV Music

Clubbing TV is the world's first television channel dedicated 
to Clubbing culture, DJs and electronic music. Watch DJ 
sets, lifestyle shows and live broadcasts of the world's best 
festivals and concerts.

4464

CNN News

CNN International is an award-winning, 24-hour global 
news channel that reaches more than 373 million 
households worldwide. CNN International airs live news, 
business and sport shows from New York, Atlanta, London, 
Hong Kong and Abu Dhabi.
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Comedy Movies

Samsung brings you a mix of great UK and US comedy 
content, from Russell Howard telling you Good News to 
chuckling along to the best bits of Taskmaster. Comedy –
It’s a Laughing Matter!

4001

Comedy Movies – Rakuten
TV

Movies Amusing, lighthearted movies to keep your spirits high. 4002

Deluxe Lounge HD Music

Deluxe Lounge – the relaxed sound for a good feeling. Your 
time, your break: to come down, take a deep breath and 
take a break. Urbanauts, lounge lizards meet lounge-like 
tracks and smooth bar-grooves - the lounge mix. Head off, 
music on!

4451

discover.film Movies

The world’s best platform for quality short form 
entertainment! Watch short movies, documentaries, 
comedies & dramas, featuring known Hollywood stars and 
emerging talent.

4507

Drama Movies – Rakuten TV Movies
Stories you can connect with, characters you can walk 
alongside.

4549

DUST Movies

The definitive channel for sci-fi. Huge blockbusters, 
groundbreaking TV, thought-provoking short films. All for 
free. Binge to the edge of the galaxy and back. All sci-fi. All 
the time. Only on DUST.

4252

EDGEsport Sports & Outdoors

EDGEsport is the fastest growing TV channel in action 
sports. Tune in to watch the very best live events and 
premium content, 24 hours a day, from the worlds of Snow, 
Skate, Surf, BMX, Moto and more.

4061

Euronews News

Euronews covers global news with objectivity and 
neutrality. Its non-national editorial line as well as its 
multinational structure and staff allow it to offer the facts 
and nothing but the facts without any bias or national 
viewpoint.

4005

Euronews Live News
Europe’s leading international news channel. News 24/7 for 
free, brought to you by Rakuten TV.

4003

FailArmy Entertainment
Get the freshest and funniest fail videos, hilarious pranks, 
and comedy. It’s okay to laugh — we all fail sometimes.

4251

Family - Rakuten TV Movies

Fun for the whole family, 100% free. A fun selection of 
shows & movies guaranteed to entertain kids and adults 
alike, curated by Rakuten TV. Priceless entertainment, 
streaming 24/7.

4548
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Fashion TV Lifestyle
Since it’s inception in 1997, Fashion TV has been setting the 
standard for excellence in fashion and lifestyle 
broadcasting.

4369

Filmstream Movies
Filmstream offers a specially curated selection of 
independent world cinema gems and classic movies, perfect 
for viewers who appreciate the art of cinema.

4505

Filmzie Movies
Filmzie is a channel that offers full length feature films, 
documentaries and shorts, offering a mix of notable and 
star factor movies and picks from the independent scene.

4509

FTF Sports & Outdoors
FTF is an award-winning global sportsprovider delivering 
world-class international and domestic sports and lifestyle 
entertainment to dedicated fans everywhere.

4060

FUEL TV Sports & Outdoors

Do you love Action Sports? Then you're going to love FUEL 
TV, the global home of action sports. From Surfing to 
Skateboarding, Snowboarding, MTB, BMX, and the culture, 
music, and latest trends surrounding the coolest sports 
ever.

4072

GoUSA TV Lifestyle
Explore the USA’s must-see places, great outdoors, foodie 
hot spots and amazing road trips on GoUSA TV.

4353

GPs: Behind Closed Doors Entertainment

Behind Closed Doors showcases the only series on British 
TV to be filmed inside a working general practice. Get to 
know the staff and patients and discover the stories at 
surgeries on the front line of NHS care across the UK.

4261

Gusto TV Lifestyle

Gusto TV is an innovative food and lifestyle television 
channel celebrating global cultures through food. Our 
mouth-watering programming inspires with culturally 
diverse cuisines and recipes, unique food pairings, and 
entertaining hosts.

4363

HorizonSports Sports & Outdoors
Nature sports and wellness. The best selection of endurance 
sports and adventure films.

4055

Horse & Country Sports & Outdoors
Horse & Country is the channel for everyone who loves 
horses and equestrian sport.

4074

Humanity Documentaries
Tech, Gaming & 

Science

Techno revolution, climate change … the world is in 
transition. But for what transition? Humanity provides each 
week factual documentaries to understand where we come 
from and where we go.

4102
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Insight TV Entertainment
Insight tells aspirational stories featuring global influencers 
challenging the status quo.

4059

InTrouble Entertainment
Push yourself to the limit with InTrouble, where action and 
excitement meet to offer you thrilling experiences right on 
your screen.

4068

InWild Lifestyle
Explore the unknown with InWild, where adventure and 
wildlife come together to bring you exciting stories from 
around the world.

4379

InWonder Entertainment
Discover a unique perspective on science, technology and 
everything in between with InWonder.

4067

Kidoodle Kids & Family

Welcome to Kidoodle.TV® a channel filled with your 
favorite kids’ shows providing fun, engaging, and inspiring 
stories for children. All of our shows are pre-screened and 
hand-picked by parents like you.

4304

Kitchen Stories Lifestyle

Kitchen Stories encourages everyday cooking through 
trusted recipes, intuitive technology, and an engaged 
community. Most importantly, we love food and celebrate 
the diversity of a global cooking culture, as well as its 
people.

4351

Luxe.TV Lifestyle

Discover the latest Luxe.TV reports – Dream destinations, 
starred restaurants, new collections from the biggest 
jewellers and watchmakers, collector cars… Luxe.TV unveils 
a universe with many facets.

4368

MAVTV Motorsports 
Network

Sports & Outdoors

MAVTV Motorsports Network offers the most 
comprehensive racing action from across the globe, 
including prestigious events like the Chili Bowl Nationals, 
the Knoxville Nationals, Tony Stewart’s All Star Circuit, and 
Geneva Supercross.

4064

MMATV Sports & Outdoors
MMATV is your go-to destination for MMA and fighter 
action!

4069

Monarda Arts Lifestyle
Art non-stop within one’s own home. Enter the flamboyant 
and versatile world of art, from the Old Masters up to 
Postmodernism.

4375

MotorRacing TV Sports & Outdoors
The best selection of motorsport series on tarmac, gravel 
road or completely offroad.

4058
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Motorvision TV Sports & Outdoors

Motorvision TV takes its viewers on a ride through the world 
of cars and motorsports. It showcases all aspects of the 
automobile industry: from limousines to 4x4 vehicles, from 
all-time faves to the latest cars with cutting-edge 
technology.

4051

Movies Central by TVPlayer Movies

Sick of watching the same movies again and again on TV? 
Movies Central is THE movie channel to discover a selection 
of great movies you might have missed. We’ve selected 
amazing must-see movies with great actor distribution from 
all genres.

4506

MovieSphere Movies
MovieSphere - Free Movies and TV, 24/7. Enjoy classic tv 
series and hit movies featuring comedies, thrillers, action 
and sci-fi all in one place.

4510

My5 Crime Entertainment
My5 CRIME brings you the best real-life crime factual series, 
featuring exclusive access to the police officers taking on 
street crime and high-profile murder cases.

4258

My5 Documentaries Entertainment

My5 Documentaries presents a selection of the very best 
factual series from Channel 5. Featuring insightful and 
accessible history, inspirational travel, and unique insights 
into iconic institutions, there is something for everyone.

4101

Mythbusters Entertainment

Mythbusters explodes onto the screen, bringing with it two 
Hollywood special effects experts Jamie Hyneman and 
Adam Savage & attempt to debunk urban legends. Expect 
science, experiments, explosions & disasters!

4269

MyTime Movie Network Movies

MyTime Movie Network is the channel that brings you the 
movies you love, from heart-stopping thrillers, date night 
romantic comedies, to cheerful holiday films and much 
more.

4511

PBS America Entertainment

PBS America showcases award-winning documentaries 
from America’s Public Broadcasting Service - epic history 
series from Ken Burns and the American Experience strand, 
current affairs from FRONTLINE and science from NOVA.

4265

People Are Awesome Entertainment
Original videos and compilations of ordinary people doing 
extraordinary things.

4262

People TV Entertainment
People TV is the celebrity news and entertainment network 
powered by the award-winning PEOPLE and Entertainment 
Weekly newsrooms.

4266

Planet Knowledge Lifestyle
Planet Knowledge is a factual destination offering a wide 
range of compelling documentaries and series in HD across 
Nature, History, People, Science, Crime and Travel.

4371
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PlayersTV Lifestyle
PlayersTV is a new and innovative network at the 
intersection of sports, culture, and lifestyle.

4373

Pluto TV Animals Entertainment

Pluto TV Animals provides animal lovers and explorers with 
an incomparable view into the fascinating world of wildlife. 
Let yourself be enchanted by the beauty of our animal 
kingdom.

4366

Pluto TV Classic TV Entertainment
Rediscover your favorite classic shows and discover new 
ones on Pluto TV Classic TV.

4259

Pluto TV Conspiracy Entertainment

Are you really getting the full story? If you’re looking for 
the real truth , it’s right here on Pluto TV Conspiracy, 
featuring eye opening and thought provoking series and 
documentaries on everything from UFOs to shady 
government dealings.

4263

Pluto TV Crime Entertainment
From true-crime factual series to binge-worthy procedurals, 
this channel will bring together everything that makes 
crime so fascinating to viewers.

4359

Pluto TV Drama Entertainment

The stories that warm your heart, the moments that make 
an impact, and the films that bring a tear to your eye, all 
live on Pluto TV Drama. From real-life struggles to 
emotional award winners, you'll find something to love 24 
hours a day.

4254

Pluto TV Food Entertainment

Pluto TV Food is a food entertainment destination 
showcasing the shows of the most infamous British TV Chef 
Gordon Ramsay with his popular Kitchen Nightmares, F 
Word, Cook along and Culinary Genius shows and much to 
gorge on.

4367

Pluto TV Inside Lifestyle

Become immersed by fascinating people, oddities, small 
details, and big facts. Full of insightful and entertaining 
lifestyle and true crime programmes, reality series full of 
inspiring characters and fascinating documentaries.

4361

Pluto TV Motor Sports & Outdoors

Pluto TV Motor has a need for speed! We celebrate 
everything that moves fast and has power. From classic cars 
to renovating old planes, crazy competitions with tanks as 
well as a closer look on the inner workings of a submarine.

4065

Pluto TV Movies Movies

Movie lovers' one-stop shop for all things motion pictures. 
Sit back and escape into edgy indies, illuminating 
documentaries, chilling thrillers, raucous comedies, and 
touching dramas. Access and enjoy your all-day movie pass.

4501

Pluto TV Paranormal Entertainment

Pluto TV goes beyond the normal range of Human 
Experience in a 24/7 channel dedicated to all things 
Paranormal. Join world famous spiritual mediums Derek 
Acorah, Colin Fry, as they communicate with the dead.

4264

Pluto TV Romance Movies

If you believe in love at first sight, if you're looking to be 
swept off your feet, and if you've always wanted to stop 
that special someone at the airport to say how you really 
feel, then we request the pleasure of your company on 
Pluto TV Romance.

4503
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Pluto TV Sports Sports & Outdoors

Catch up with the biggest athletes in the world with in-
depth interviews and analysis. Relive moments of athletic 
glory with highlights from the biggest games and events in 
the world.

4063

pocket.watch Kids & Family

Your best video friends — Ryan's World, EvanTubeHD, 
HobbyKidsTV, KidCity, Onyx Family, JillianTubeHD, and 
others — are all on pocket.watch. Join your favourite 
YouTube superstars on all of their awesome adventures of 
learning and fun!

4302

Qello Concerts by Stingray Music

The essential television destination for fans of live music 
who can't get enough of that front-row feeling! Tune in to 
amazing live concerts, fascinating music documentaries, 
and unforgettable performances by your favourite 
headliners.

4452

Qwest TV Classical Music

Quincy Jones opens up the richness of classical 
performance in all its glory, making it accessible to all. 
Experience the power and beauty of selected concert, opera 
and dance productions.

4455

Qwest TV Jazz and Beyond Music

Jazz, soul, funk, groove, hip-hop …  Quincy Jones invites you 
to explore a world of music through hand-made playlists 
that showcase the very best live performances and 
legendary archive gems.

4456

Qwest TV Mix Music
Electronic, Hip Hop, R&B, Pop, Rock & Indie … Quincy Jones 
offers beats for your body and grooves for your soul with 
this curated hub for mixed music.

4454

Real Crime Entertainment
Crime, justice, law and order… Real Crime is the perfect 
place to get your true crime fix, shining a light on criminal 
cases of all types.

4257

Real Stories Lifestyle

The home of award-winning and compelling documentaries 
from around the world. You’ll find real stories from real 
people, including investigative documentaries from the 
fringes of society, true crime and intimate personal 
journeys.

4376

Real Wild Lifestyle
From lush rainforests to sparse deserts, from majestic birds 
to predatory sharks, Real Wild takes you around the world, 
exploring the wonders and dangers of nature.

4372

Reuters News

Reuters delivers fast, accurate, unbiased, and trusted news 
around the globe. Reuters 2500 journalists reporting on the 
ground in over 200 different locations help move markets, 
serve the public interest, and empower our audience 
worldwide.

4009

Revry Lifestyle
Revry is Free Queer TV. Watch Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans 
and Queer TV, Movies, Series, Music, News and exclusive 
Originals. Start streaming Revry today.

4370
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Sofy.tv Movies
Watch amazing short films during your coffee break! Sofy.tv 
brings the best short films from the prestigious film 
festivals and aspiring new directors to your screen.

4508

Spark TV Sports & Outdoor
The home of engaging shows from the best content 
creators on the planet!

4066

Sports Channel Network Sports & Outdoor

Sports Channel Network (SCN) is the alternative video 
streaming destination for sports fans looking to watch 
coverage of their favourite sports not covered by pay TV 
channels.

4070

Spotlight- Rakuten TV Entertainment
What's in the Spotlight this week? Exclusives, originals and 
our top picks in movies. 24/7 entertainment for free, 
brought to you by Rakuten TV.

4260

Stingray Karaoke Music
Stingray Karaoke is great for family gatherings, parties, 
get-togethers with friends or just singing you heart out!

4453

SuperToons TV Kids & Family

Watch, Smile and Giggle with Super Toons TV, home to the 
best kids animation. Free to watch, curated, and kids-safe 
content to teach empathy and resilience through fun 
programs. Join Booba, Bernard, Oddbods & many more on 
Super Toons TV!

4305

talkRADIO TV News

From news and entertainment to opinion and analysis. 
Brought to you from the UK’s biggest and best personalities. 
Bringing you two flagship shows: news, debates and 
celebrity gossip. Hear it here first. Get all the latest at 
talkRADIO TV.

4015

Tastemade Lifestyle

A 24/7 channel with award-winning food, travel, and home 
& design shows from around the world - from 
groundbreaking originals to classic series and 
documentaries.

4365

Teletubbies Kids & Family

Join Tinky-Winky, Dipsy, Laa-Laa, and Po as they laugh, 
dance, and explore the world of Teletubbyland. With their 
help, children in early developmental stages will learn day-
to-day basics and be exposed to different cultures and 
activities.

4307

Tennis Channel International Sports & Outdoors

A 24/7 live TV channel featuring the very best in tennis. Get 
closer to the sport than ever before with hundreds of hours 
of original programming, classic matches, exclusive player 
features, news, highlights, documentaries and more.

4053

The Boat Show Sports & Outdoors
The most watched TV programme in the world dedicated to 
nautical lovers and boat owners.

4057
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The Craftistry Lifestyle

Enjoy curated segments of the world’s most fun crafts, DIY, 
and lifehack episodes focusing on comedic situations based 
around daily routines: school hacks, makeup tutorials, 
beauty tips, fashion, home decor ideas, and much more! 

4352

The Pet Collective Entertainment
For the whole-heartedly pet obsessed, The Pet Collective 
exists to bring joy to pets and their parents with the best 
pet videos, news, products, how-to’s and more.

4253

Timeline Lifestyle

Discover the greatest secrets and mysteries of the past with 
Timeline. Militaries, mummies or Marxism – our films cover 
every aspect of the world’s history, enlightening viewers 
through gripping series and documentaries.

4377

Toon Goggles Kids & Family

Toon Goggles has all your favourite kids shows for free 
including fan favorites such as Talking Tom, Om Nom, 
Gummy Bears, Minecraft and Roblox videos and many 
more! Come watch and discover now!

4303

Travelxp Lifestyle

Travelxp is the place for cutting edge, premium travel 
content with shows from across 55 countries. Travel from 
the comfort of your home with our hosts as they take you 
around exotic places and unravel their culture, heritage and 
beauty.

4355

Unbeaten Sports & Outdoors

The biggest stories in sport, 24/7, with live action, daily 
analysis of the latest developments plus original 
documentaries celebrating the biggest events and greatest 
athletes of all time.

4073

Unearth Entertainment

Unearth is your destination to discover our planet like you 
have never seen it. Embark on an amazing journey from 
secret travel destinations to incredible science discoveries & 
more. Fasten your seatbelt for a trip through space and 
time!

4268

VennTV
Tech, Gaming & 

Science
A 24/7 Network for Gaming & Culture. 4104

Vevo Pop Music
The latest hit music videos from the biggest artists! From 
Lady Gaga to Billie Eilish, all your faves are right here!

4450

Wild Stories Lifestyle

Wild Stories offers stunning wildlife films from TV and 
cinema, reports, and documentary series with topics related 
to animal behaviour, natural habitats and nature 
conservation. A big adventure for all animal and nature 
lovers.

4380

Wonder Lifestyle

At Wonder, we aim to spread curiosity, love, and stories of 
people and animals who push the boundaries of human 
experiences. Wonder is home to the extraordinary and 
emotional, the weird and the wonderful, and the simply 
eye-opening.

4378
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Xplore Lifestyle

An exploration of everything under the sun - from the world 
around us to the wildlife within...to your passions and the 
people who make life fascinating. Animals. Travel. 
Inspiration. It’s All Here.

4381
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